Context. In 1998 the first accreting millisecond pulsar, SAX J1808.4-3658, was discovered and to date 18 systems showing coherent, high frequency (> 100 Hz) pulsations in low mass X-ray binaries are known. Since their discovery, this class of sources has shown interesting and sometimes puzzling behaviours. In particular, apart from a few exceptions, they are all transient with very long X-ray quiescent periods implying a quite low averaged mass accretion rate onto the neutron star. Among these sources, XTE J0929-314 has been detected in outburst just once in about 15 years of continuous monitoring of the X-ray sky. Aims. We aim to demonstrate that a conservative mass transfer in this system will result in an X-ray luminosity that is higher than the observed, long-term averaged X-ray luminosity. Methods. Under the hypothesis of a conservative mass transfer driven by gravitational radiation, as expected for this system given the short orbital period of about 43.6 min and the low mass of the companion implied by the mass function derived from timing techniques, we calculate the expected mass transfer rate in this system and predict the long-term averaged X-ray luminosity. This is compared with the averaged, over 15 years, X-ray flux observed from the system, and a lower limit of the distance to the source is inferred.
Introduction
According to the recycling scenario (see e.g. Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991, for a review) , that was recently directly confirmed (Papitto et al. 2013) , there exists an evolutionary link between the so-called low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) containing a neutron star and millisecond radio pulsars (MSPs). The first class of sources consists of old systems where a low magnetized (∼ 10 8 − 10 9 Gauss) neutron star accretes matter from a low-mass (usually less or of the order of a Solar mass, M ) companion star. The weak magnetic field of the neutron star allows the matter to be accreted very close to the compact object; the accretion radius is indeed the magnetospheric radius (the radius at which the magnetic pressure due to the assumed dipolar magnetic field of the neutron star is balanced by the ram pressure of the accreting matter) which, for typical values of the magnetic field and the mass accretion rate, can be quite close (a few neutron star radii) to the compact object. In this situation, the neutron star can be accelerated by the accretion of matter and angular momentum from a (Keplerian) accretion disk to very short periods, in principle up to the limiting period (of the order of or below 1 ms), which depends on the mass-radius relation of the neutron star, and therefore on the equation of state of ultra-dense matter. At the end of the mass transfer phase, these systems will be observed as low magnetized, very fast spinning (millisecond) pulsars in a binary system with a very low-mass companion star (if any); these systems are indeed observed in radio and form the class of MSPs.
This evolutionary scenario was confirmed by the discovery of millisecond coherent pulsations in LMXBs; this important discovery arrived in 1998, when coherent millisecond pulsations with a period of 2.5 ms where discovered in the transient LMXB SAX J1808.4-3658 (Wijnands & van der Klis 1998) , thanks to the large effective area (∼ 6000 cm −2 and high time resolution (up to 1 µsec) of the Proportional Counter Array (PCA) on board the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). SAX J1808.4-3658, otherwise a quite normal LMXB, belongs to a close binary system, P orb 2 h (Chakrabarty & Morgan 1998) , and it is one of the few among the known accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars (in the following, we will refer to them as AMSPs) which has shown more than one X-ray outburst in the RXTE era. So far, we know of 18 accreting millisecond pulsars (see Patruno & Watts 2012 , for a review), the most recent one discovered by Sanna et al. (2016) ; all of them are X-ray transients in very compact systems (orbital period between 40 minutes and 4 hours), the fastest of which is IGR J00291+5934, with a spin period of P spin 1.7 ms (Galloway et al. 2005) , and the slowest of which is XTE J0929-314, with a spin period of P spin 5.4 ms (Galloway et al. 2002) .
XTE J0929-314 is a high-latitude source, the third discovered of the 18 AMSPs known to date. It was discovered by RXTE in 2002, when it showed an X-ray outburst which started on May 2 and lasted for about 53 days (Galloway et al. 2002) . One of the instruments on board RXTE, the All-Sky Monitor (ASM), witnessed the only two-month long outburst ever observed from this X-ray source. The signal, observed with the RXTE PCA, showed pulsations at a frequency of 185 Hz (corresponding to a spin period of 5.4 ms), revealing the presence of a millisecond pulsar. By Doppler modulations of the pulsating signal, the system was later recognized as an ultracompact binary. Timing analysis clearly pointed out that the orbital period of the binary was 43.6 min. The last piece of the puzzle was the mass of the companion, extracted by the mass function of the system, f x = 2.7 × 10 −7 M , one of the smallest values ever found for such astronomical objects; under the hypothesis that the primary is a neutron star (NS) and has a mass of 1.4 M , the value for the minimum mass of the secondary is 0.0083M . The source also showed a steady spin-down during the outburst, withν ∼ −9.2(4) × 10 −14 Hz/s (Galloway et al. 2002; Di Salvo et al. 2008b ), possibly indicating a relatively high magnetic field of the neutron star.
In this paper, we show that the long-term mass accretion rate observed in XTE J0929-314 is not compatible with the mass accretion rate predicted by a conservative evolution of the system driven by gravitational radiation (GR), unless the source is placed at a large distance from our Solar system of ≥ 7.4 kpc. At this distance, the height of the source above the Galactic plane would be of ≥ 1.8 kpc towards the external part of the Milky Way, placing the source in an empty region of the Galaxy. We argue, therefore, that this source may experience a non-conservative mass transfer, as has been proposed for the case of SAX J1808.4-3658 (Di Salvo et al. 2008a; Burderi et al. 2009 ) and SAX J1748.9-2021 (Sanna et al. 2016 ) in order to explain the strong orbital expansion observed in these sources.
Data analysis and results
The aim of this paper is to calculate the averaged mass accretion rate observed for this source in order to compare it with the expected averaged mass accretion rate for a conservative orbital evolution. Galloway et al. (2002) gave the first estimate of the mass transfer rate in this system, concluding that the distance to the source should be higher than 5 kpc assuming an outburst recurrence time higher than 6.5 yr. Considering that today we can state that the outburst recurrence time is higher than 15 yr, we can scale the lower limit to the distance by a factor ∼ 1.5 showing that the source is placed at more than 7.6 kpc. In the following we critically repeat this argument in order to obtain a stringent lower limit on the source distance.
We have therefore started from the only outburst observed from this source in 2002. After XTE J0929-314 was identified by the ASM, a series of pointed RXTE observations of the source was performed during 2002 from May 2 to June 24 (In Modified Julian Days from 52,396 to 52,449). The RXTE/PCA and ASM light curves of the source have been published in Galloway et al. (2002) . We can estimate the observed 2 − 10 keV flux during the outburst by analyzing the light curves reported by these authors. The area subtended by the curve (2 − 10 keV observed fluence) gives us the value of the flux integrated over the outburst duration, that corresponds to the observed fluence during the outburst, that is, the total energy per unit area emitted during the outburst as received by the detector. Approximating the shape of the curve with a triangle with height equal to the maximum of the curve and base equal to the total duration of the outburst, it is easy to find this fluence. In Table 1 we report the data used to estimate the value of the 2 − 10 keV fluence, together with the estimated 2-60 keV bolometric fluence over the entire outburst as reported in Galloway et al. (2002 Observed fluence (erg · cm
Bolometric fluence (erg · cm −2 ) 4.2 × 10 −3 The observed fluence in the 2−10 keV range is about a factor 2.1 smaller than the bolometric fluence (2 − 60 keV), in agreement with the bolometric correction factor of 2.34 ± 0.12, calculated as the mean ratio of the integrated 2 − 60 keV to 2 − 10 keV flux given by Galloway et al. (2002) . We will therefore use in the following the bolometric fluence reported in Table 1 , and will correct the observed peak flux with the bolometric correction factor, which gives a bolometric peak flux of ∼ 1.6 × 10 −9 erg cm −2 s −1 . To get the total energy emitted during the outburst we have to multiply this energy per unit area by a factor of 4πd 2 1 , assuming an isotropic emission from the source, where d is the distance to the source (unknown at the moment). In this way we can calculate the total amount of energy released in the 2 − 60 keV band during the outburst,
kpc erg, where d kpc is the distance in units of 1 kpc. From this energy, we can calculate the averaged luminosity of the source and therefore the averaged mass accretion rate, which can be compared with the averaged mass transfer rate expected in the case of a conservative orbital evolution driven by GR.
Because XTE J0929-314 has shown only one outburst since its discovery, we can easily assume that the whole energy emitted by the system in the twenty years of monitoring 2 is equal to the amount emitted during the outburst, since we can safely neglect the energy emitted during quiescent periods when the source luminosity is several (up to six) orders of magnitude below the outburst luminosity. Under this approximation, an estimate of the averaged X-ray luminosity is given just by L tot = E tot (d)/20 years, resulting in an averaged X-ray luminosity of L tot ∼ 7.9 × 10 32 d 2 kpc erg/s in the 2 − 60 keV band. More conservatively, since we cannot exclude that the source went into outburst about 30 years ago, we can safely state that the recurrence time for the outbursts in this system is higher than (or of the order of) 15 years. In this case, the estimated bolometric luminosity from the source is ≤ 10 33 d
We adopted a theoretical model for the secular evolution of our system based on the hypothesis that mass transfer between the stars is conservative: if a quantity m is lost from the secondary, the very same quantity of mass is accreted on the primary. In this model we consider an LMXB in which the secondary star is fully convective and is characterized by a mass that is less than 0.3M (see e.g. Nelson & Rappaport 2003) , a condition which is compatible with many AMSPs. This approximation seems to be realistic because of the small orbital periods of this class of binaries (from less than a hour to a few hours); in this scenario the equation (see e.g. Verbunt 1993)
tells us that for P orb ≤ 3 hr the secondary star mass is M 2 ≤ 0.3M . Moreover, according to the small mass function of XTE J0929-314, a mass greater than 0.25M would require an inclination smaller than 2 • , which is unlikely. The companion mass in this system is less than 0.03 M (at 95% confidence) for a uniform a priori distribution in cos i and for a neutron star mass of 2 M , close to the maximum mass for a neutron star (Galloway et al. 2002) .
The mass-radius relation for this category of stars is n = −1/3. This value for n is the proper one for degenerate stars, but it is possible to show that it is valid for stars with masses M 2 ≤ 0.35M too (Nelson & Rappaport, 2003) . Under this mass-limit, in fact, a star becomes fully convective and its thermal timescale becomes too large, so that the star is out of thermal equilibrium. It then reacts on an adiabatic timescale with index n = −1/3, making the previous assumption good in any case (see also Rappaport et al. 1982 , who specifically address, for the first time to our knowledge, how the mass transfer rate depends on the adiabatic response of the mass-losing companion). Since in a fully convective star the magnetic braking is inhibited for the companion star, GR is the only available channel for the system to lose angular momentum. We also assume the contact condition:Ṙ L2 /R L2 =Ṙ 2 /R 2 , that guarantees the stability of mass transfer. Using the equation (see Verbunt 1993, for a derivation)
along with the Paczynski's formula for the radius of the Roche lobe (in this scenario, assuming M 1 = 1.4M , the ratio q = m 2 /m 1 of the masses is certainly lower than 0.8) and the assumptions previously discussed, we found the following equation foṙ M andṖ in the framework of a conservative mass-exchange:
where g = 1 − q for a conservative mass transfer and the value n = −1/3 has been already used in the equations (see also Di Salvo et al. 2008a; Burderi et al. 2009 ). Equation 3 forṀ predicts the X-ray luminosity L X of the system; in fact, for neutron star binaries powered by accretion, X-ray luminosity is essentially L = ηGMṀ/R, where η is a parameter of the order of unity accounting for any uncertainty in the conversion from mass accretion rate to X-ray luminosity, including possible relativistic corrections which are anyway of the order of 10% at most. Assuming a 1.4 M neutron star, a value of 12 km for its radius -a standard value for neutron stars based on recent observational and theoretical inferences (see e.g. Özel & Freire 2016) , a companion mass of 0.01 M -corresponding to a mass ratio of q = 0.007, and the orbital period of the system, we obtain:
The predicted mass transfer rate given by Eq. 3 has a strong dependence on the mass ratio q of the system, as q 2 , and increases by increasing the mass ratio of the system. However, we have used for the companion mass a very low value of 0.01 M , very close to the minimum companion mass (corresponding to the maximum inclination angle of 90
• ) of 0.008 M . Assuming a more realistic value of the inclination angle, that should be smaller than 75
• , since no dips or eclipses are observed in this system, we get a companion star mass larger than ∼ 0.01 M for a 1.4 M neutron star. Therefore, in this expression we have used the minimum realistic value for the companion star mass. We note also that 1.4 M is a good lower limit for the mass of a recycled neutron star. Indeed, the minimum mass for a neutron star is 1.1 − 1.2 M , and the smallest measured neutron star mass to date is 1.174 ± 0.004 M (see Martinez et al. 2015) observed in the 4.07-day binary pulsar J0453+1559 under the hypothesis that it is a double neutron star system, as seems to be indicated by the orbital eccentricity of the system (e 0.11). According to Özel et al. (2012) , who investigated the distribution of neutron star masses in different populations of binaries employing Bayesian statistical techniques, the distribution of neutron star masses in non-recycled eclipsing high-mass binaries, as well as the distribution of slow pulsars, which are all believed to be near their birth masses, has a mean of 1.28 M and a dispersion of 0.24 M , which are consistent with expectations for neutron star formation in core-collapse supernovae. On the other hand, the mass distribution of neutron stars that have been recycled has a mean of 1.48 M and a dispersion of 0.2 M , consistent with the expectation that they have experienced extended mass accretion episodes. Since XTE J0929-314 is a millisecond spinning, recycled neutron star, probably at the end of its life as a LMXB, we think that 1.4 M is a reasonable lower limit for its neutron star mass. As regards the radius adopted for the neutron star, high quality datasets from X-ray satellites, as well as significant progress in theoretical modelling, led to considerable progress in the measurements, placing them in the 9.9 − 11.2 km range and shrinking their uncertainties due to a better understanding of the sources of systematic errors (see Özel & Freire 2016 , and references therein). Hence, the adopted value of 12 km can be safely considered a reasonable upper limit to the neutron star radius.
Under the hypothesis of conservative mass transfer, we can impose L tot = L X , and we can solve this equation to find the distance to the source. Considering the averaged X-ray luminosity over the last 20 years of L tot ∼ 7.9 × 10 32 d 2 kpc erg/s in the 2 − 60 keV band, we get a distance to the source of ∼ 8.4η
1/2 kpc. Assuming from now on η 1, we also get a peak luminosity during the outburst of ∼ 5.9 × 10 36 erg/s, without considering the bolometric correction factor, and ∼ 1.3 × 10 37 erg/s including the bolometric correction factor. With the more conservative assumption of a recurrence time of 15 years for the outburst in this source, we get L tot ≤ 10 33 d L peak ≥ 10 37 erg/s, taking into account the bolometric correction factor; this peak luminosity is higher than the averaged X-ray luminosity at the peak of the outburst in AMSPs (usually a few 10 36 erg/s), but still acceptable.
Discussion
In the previous section we have evaluated the observed averaged X-ray luminosity of the AMSP XTE J0929-314 as a function of its distance and we have compared this estimate with the lower limit on the mass accretion rate in the system, under the hypothesis of a conservative mass transfer driven by GR. In this way we have obtained a lower limit to the distance to the source of 7.4 kpc. This value is compatible to the lower limit to the source distance given by Galloway et al. (2002) , with similar considerations when extrapolated to take into account the updated recurrence time of the outburst of about 15 yr (d ≥ 7.4 kpc). XTE J0929-314 has a high Galactic latitude b = 14.2 • , towards the Galactic anticentre, so its height from the equatorial plane of the Galaxy should be h = d sin b ≥ 1.8 kpc. These results are summarized in Table 2 .
Parameter
Value Theoretical luminosity (erg/s) 5.5 × 10
34
Distance on the equatorial plane (kpc) ≥ 7.4 Height from the equatorial plane (kpc) ≥ 1.8 Table 2 : Theoretical luminosity for a conservative mass transfer and constraints on the location of XTE J0929-314 in our Galaxy.
The height of the source over the Galactic plane obtained following this procedure is about six times the size of the thin stellar disk of our Galaxy (assuming a scale height of the thin stellar disk of ∼ 0.3 kpc, see e.g. Rix & Bovy 2013) . No globular clusters are known to be present in proximity of this position. It seems unlikely to have an X-ray binary at such a high height with respect to the Galactic plane. To study the stellar distribution in the milky way along the direction of the source, we take advantage of the very recently published first astrometric catalogue of the mission GAIA, (GAIA DR1, see Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b; Lindegren et al. 2016 ) with measurements of the parallax of over one billion stars in our Galaxy. We extracted from GAIA DR1 all the stars with an angular distance from XTE J0929-314 less than 2
• (Fig. 1, upper panel) . From this figure it is evident that the density of stars above ∼ 4 kpc drops significantly. However, the most distant stars in this figure have large uncertainties on the measured parallax (this uncertainty will probably be improved with time, when GAIA will acquire a significant number of passages on each of these objects). We have also selected those stars for which the distance is well constrained (d/δd > 3), which are shown in Figure 1 (bottom panel). To show the reduction of the stellar density as a function of the distance in the direction of the source we have fitted these data; the stellar density is well fitted by an exponential law, ρ(d) = ρ 0 exp(−d/d 0 ), where ρ 0 is the density at the Earth position and d 0 is the scale length. In this case, d 0 0.2 kpc. In this way, we have obtained the stellar density ρ(d) as a function of the distance d, which is also shown in Figure 1 (bottom panel, solid line on top of the data). From the figure it is clear that the density of stars in the direction of the source significantly drops above 2 kpc, and in particular a very small number of stars are present above 7 kpc. We argue therefore that it is unlikely that the source is located at a distance higher than 4 kpc.
In other words it is unlikely that the source is experiencing a conservative mass transfer. We note that the longer the source remains in X-ray quiescence, the larger will be the discrepancy between the mass accretion rate predicted for a conservative mass transfer and the averaged luminosity of the source, and the larger will be the inferred distance to the source. Therefore, the distance we infer here should be considered as a lower limit to the distance to the source under the hypothesis of a conservative mass transfer in the system.
On the other hand, if the mass released from the secondary star is, at least in part, expelled from the binary system in a nonconservative mass transfer, the accretion luminosity would be smaller than what is obtained from a conservative mass transfer, affecting our determination of the distance to the source. We can formulate an equation similar to Eq. 2 adapted for the non-conservative case, to describe the case of a non-conservative mass transfer in which part of the transferred matter is ejected from the systeṁ
where β is the fraction of the mass transferred from the secondary that is accreted onto the NS. However, without any information about the value ofṀ 2 , we lack the tools necessary to solve this equation at present. We could, however, get out of this impasse in the future if we were able to obtain an independent measure of the distance to the source or of the rateṖ orb at which the orbital period changes in time.
For the moment, we can at least argue a reasonable distance for the source as the one that makes the theoretical orbital period derivative,Ṗ orb , comparable to the rates measured for other AMSPs. In order to make this estimate, we have to make some necessary assumptions: (i) the amount of non-accreted matter is ejected from the inner Lagrangian point and (ii) β is equal to the ratio between the outburst duration and the quiescence time (so, in the present case, we will assume β = (65/5500) ≈ 0.01). The predicted value of the orbital period derivative can be calculated from Eq. 6 that can be re-arranged (for angular momentum losses via mass-ejection and GR only) to obtain Eq. (2) of Burderi et al. (2009) . In this equation, α is the specific angular momentum of the mass lost from the system in units of the specific angular momentum of the companion that, under hypothesis (i), is ∼ 0.7, andṁ −9 is the mass transfer rate in units of 10 −9 M /yr. To estimate this parameter we used the mass transfer rate obtained setting the luminosity L tot of the system found above as equal to the accretion luminosity L = GMṀ/R and solving forṀ(d 2 kpc ) to find the rate of mass accreted. Considering that only a fraction β of the mass transferred by the secondary is accreted onto the NS, we have divided this value for β to determine the mass transfer rate. Solving the equation we calculate the distance for which the orbital period derivative attains a value of 10 −12 s/s, of the same order of magnitude of the orbital period derivative measured for SAX J1808. 4-3658 (Di Salvo et al. 2008a; Burderi et al. 2009 ). This distance is approximately 2.8 kpc and is definitely less unlikely than the one found in the conservative mass-transfer scenario.
We can ask ourselves why the system should experience a non conservative mass transfer. One of the theories developed to explain the origin of such a non-conservative evolution for AMSPs is the radio-ejection model, discussed extensively by Burderi et al. (2001) . The basic idea is that a fraction of the transferred matter in the disk could be swept out by radiative pressure • , obtained using the GAIA DR1 catalogue which includes precise measurements of the stellar parallax. Upper panel: all the stars for which a parallax has been measured. Bottom panel: stars with precise parallax measurements (with d/δd ≥ 3); the solid line on top of the data is the best-fit to the stellar density as a function of the distance using an exponential decay law (see text for more details). of the pulsar. We summarize here the fundamental points of the model. Accretion disk stability in this case is granted by the balance between essentially two pressures: the ram pressure of the disk, directly related to transfer rateṀ 2 and directed towards the neutron star, and the magnetic or radiation pressure, due to the emission of the pulsar, directed outwards. Once the system experiences a reduction of the mass accretion rate (caused by a disk instability model or other mechanisms) such that the inner disk radius is pushed beyond the light cylinder radius, the radiation pressure from the pulsar (emitting as a magnetic-dipole rotator) may be able to sweep away from the system the matter in the disk and expel the transferred matter directly at the inner Lagrangian point, giving rise to a non-conservative mass transfer.
This model has also been used to explain the large orbital period derivative observed in SAX J1808.4-3658 (Di Salvo et al. 2008a; Burderi et al. 2009 ). For this source, the measured orbital period derivative isṖ orb ∼ 4 × 10 −12 s/s. This derivative implies orbital expansion, from which we infer that the massradius index for the secondary should be n < 1/3 (we assume n = −1/3 for the mass-radius index of the secondary, in the reasonable hypothesis that the secondary star is a fully convective star out of thermal equilibrium and responds adiabatically to the mass transfer). This derivative is about a factor of 70 higher than the orbital derivative expected for conservative mass transfer given the low averaged mass accretion rate onto the neutron star; since SAX J1808.4-365 accretes for about 30 d every 2 − 4 yr, we have estimated an order of magnitude for the averaged X-ray luminosity from the source that is L X ∼ 4 × 10 34 erg/s. A non-conservative mass transfer can explain the large orbital period derivative if we assume a mass transfer of ∼ 10 −9 M /yr, and that this matter is expelled from the system with the specific angular momentum at the inner Lagrangian point. However, the large orbital period derivative observed in SAX J1808.4-3658 has been alternatively interpreted as the effect of short-term angular momentum exchange between the mass donor and the orbit, resulting from gravitational quadrupole coupling due to variations in the oblateness of the companion star (Hartman et al. 2009 ). This interpretation has been strengthened by the observation of an accelerated orbital period expansion, at a rate ofP orb 1.6 × 10 −20 s s −2 , observed including the timing results during the 2011 outburst, and by extending the longterm measurements of the orbital evolution over a baseline of 13 years (Patruno 2012) . Therefore, it is still unclear whether the orbital variation observed in SAX J1808.4-3658 can be ascribed to a strong outflow of matter from the system, caused by a non-conservative mass transfer induced by the radiation pressure of the pulsar which is able to expel most of the transferred mass from the inner Lagrangian point, or to a short-term variability induced by tidal dissipation and magnetic activity in the companion, which is required to be at least partially nondegenerate, convective, and magnetically active (Applegate & Shaham 1994) , although in this case the orbital period derivative should change sign on a 10 yr timescale.
The arguments developed here for XTE J9029-314 add another independent piece of evidence that AMSPs experience a non-conservative mass transfer induced by so-called radio ejection. It explains how the evolution of AMSP systems could go on evenly in a regime of non-conservative mass transfer and, at the same time, it is still consistent with all the consolidated theory about LMXBs; in particular, the radio ejection model could be able to fill the gap and the incongruences between a model of orbital evolution in which the total amount of mass is accreted onto the neutron star and the puzzling experimental results obtained for XTE J0929-314 and other AMSPs.
